The Autism impact measure (AIM) is a caregiver-reported questionnaire assessing autism symptom frequency and impact in children, previously shown to have good test-retest reliability, convergent validity and structural validity. This study extended previous work by exploring the AIM's ability to discriminate between 'known-groups' of children, and estimating thresholds for clinically important responses. Data were collected online and electronically on computer and mobile devices; hence, it was also possible to confirm other psychometric properties of the AIM in this format. This study provides confirmatory and additional psychometric validation of the AIM. The AIM offers a valid, quick and inexpensive method for caregivers to report core symptoms of autism spectrum disorder (ASD) including communication deficits, difficulties with social interactions and repetitive behaviors.
Introduction
The Autism impact measure (AIM) is a caregiver-reported questionnaire, designed to be used in clinical trials and clinical practice to assess effectiveness of interventions in Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD; Kanne et al. 2014; Mazurek et al. 2018) . It consists of 41 items, and each is rated on a 5-point Likert-type scale for both frequency and impact. Caregiver-reported clinical outcome assessment measures such as the AIM may have some advantages over established interview-administered measures in that they are often less time consuming and do not need specifically trained personnel to administer. As a result, the AIM could also potentially serve as suitable tool for real-world monitoring of ASD symptoms, embedded in more routine care or remote settings. Additional advantages of the AIM are that other commonly used scales have either been created for diagnostic purposes only (e.g. autism diagnostic observational scale: ADOS; Lord et al. 2012 ), were developed and tested according to older and more narrow definitions of ASD (e.g. Behavioral Summarized Evaluation Scale: BSE; Barthélémy et al. 1997 and Real Life Rating Scale: RLRS; Freeman et al. 1986 ) or focus on non-core or not all core characteristics (e.g. Social responsiveness scale: SRS-2; Constantino and Gruber 2012) . The AIM, in contrast, has been shown to exhibit 5 "theoretically and empirically meaningful" symptom domains, namely; Repetitive Behavior, Communication, Atypical Behavior, Social Reciprocity and Peer Interaction (Mazurek et al. 2018) . The domain scores utilize only 29 of the 41 items, while the total score still builds on all items. Higher domain and total scores represent worse severity of ASD symptoms.
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While the AIM has shown to have good test-retest reliability, cross-informant reliability and convergent validity with other scales (Kanne et al. 2014; Mazurek et al. 2018) , other important validation questions remain untested. Importantly, the ability of the AIM to detect differences between known subgroups of individuals with ASD has not been demonstrated. Known-group analysis is needed to demonstrate that a measure is sensitive and able to discriminate between subgroups previously established to have differences in severity. Furthermore, there has been no attempt to estimate magnitudes of such differences that constitute clinically meaningful changes. Successful validation of these two concepts is fundamental for confidence to use the AIM in any study wishing to demonstrate efficacy of a given intervention. Therefore, the primary objective of our study was to address these gaps in a large and representative sample. Also, because participants in our study completed the questionnaire electronically, rather than on paper, secondary objectives were to assess the time needed to complete the AIM and confirm other measures of psychometric validity in this format, including internal/external validity and confirmatory factor analysis.
Methods

Data Collection
Participants were invited to take part in our study via the Simons Foundation Powering Autism Research for Knowledge (SPARK) cohort. SPARK is an online community for people with ASD and their families in the United States (US), who are interested in participating in ASD research (SPARK Consortium 2018) . Families complete a battery of questionnaires on entry to the cohort, and third-party researchers (industry or academic) can recruit the same families to their studies thereafter. All data generated are anonymized and made linkable via unique identifiers. To be eligible for the current study, participants had to be the main caregiver living in the same household as a child with ASD, and were instructed to answer the AIM in relation to only the oldest child with ASD between 3-17 years. All data used for the study were provided by caregiver-report and were collected during September and October 2017 as part of a wider study on non-drug treatments and potential barriers to care. Details on recruitment and data collection have been published elsewhere (Monz et al. 2019 ).
Analysis Populations
In total, 5001 participants returned the AIM survey. As the current AIM scoring system does not mention methods for handling missing data, our main analysis population of interest was those 4415 participants who completed all items. We qualitatively checked for differences in characteristics of those who did not complete all items however, as well as between those who took part on either a vertical or horizontal layout. In the horizontal layout, possible responses to each item were displayed 'across' the screen. In the vertical layout the possible responses were displayed 'down' the screen (i.e. underneath one another). The format deployed was based on the screen dimensions of the device used to complete the survey (e.g. vertical layout for most mobile phones and horizontal layout for laptops/computers).
A subgroup of respondents had also previously completed the Social communication questionnaire-lifetime (SCQ; Chandler et al. 2007; Rutter et al. 2003) and/or the Repetitive behaviors sale-revised (RBS-R; Mirenda et al. 2010) as part of the SPARK procedures. We linked this data for convergent validity analysis so long as the age of the child differed by no more than 1 year between the time of AIM assessment and the time of SCQ/RBS-R (exact date of SCQ/ RBS-R was unknown). Linked sample sizes available were 3064 for the SCQ and 3190 for the RBS-R. There was a significant overlap of 2571 participants who completed all of AIM, SCQ and RBS-R.
Analysis Plan
Descriptive Analysis
We calculated the mean and median score for all items in order to identify items with higher or lower than average impact and frequency and to assess response distributions. For the purposes of this descriptive analysis, we highlighted items with 50% or more of responses at the lowest or highest possible values as the cut-off value for which some items might be considered to show floor or ceiling characteristics, respectively. We also assessed missingness for each item and the time taken to complete the AIM. All descriptive analyses were also stratified by vertical/horizontal format.
Internal Consistency
To measure consistency of underlying concepts, Cronbach's alpha (Cronbach 1951) was calculated for each of the domain scores. We specified a threshold of ≥ 0.7 (Nunnally and Bernstein 1994) to identify domains with a good internal consistency. Similarly, we also calculated Cronbach's alpha for total AIM score and total scores based on just frequency items or impact items in order to assess whether AIM items contributing to a specific score measured the same construct. We calculated inter-domain correlations using Spearman's correlation coefficient.
Convergent Validity
Pearson correlation coefficients were derived to assess the correlations between total SCQ and total AIM scores, as well as between the total SCQ and different domains of the AIM, and the domain scores of both. This approach was repeated for the RBS-R scores. For the SCQ, three domain scores were derived from item responses as per the SCQ scoring manual (Rutter et al. 2003) . The domains are reciprocal social interaction, communication and repetition/stereotyped behavior. For RBS-R, factor analysis supports a total score, but also 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-and 6-factor solutions for domain-level scores, but this study utilized the 3-factor solution, which appears to have the most relevant conceptual structure (Mirenda et al. 2010) : stereotypy restricted; selfinjurious; compulsive, ritualistic, sameness.
We expected at least a moderate correlation (> 0.3) between the total SCQ/RBS-R and total AIM scores, as well as between the total SCQ/RBS-R and each of the AIM domain scores. Those domains for which we hypothesized the highest correlations (> 0.5) have been marked alongside the results for all domains in Table 3 . Our hypotheses were based on domains which were conceptually related. Posthoc, we recalculated correlations between SCQ and AIM communication domains within certain subgroups. The subgroups of interest were ASD individuals who were verbal or non-verbal only, as this limits the scoring range of the SCQ communication domain score, as well as those aged 4-5 years old, as this is the age range asked to focus on for half of the items of the SCQ: the other half have a lifetime perspective, e.g. 'ever had' (Rutter et al. 2003) . In comparison, the RBS-R has no specified recall period and the AIM has a two-week recall period.
Factor Analysis
We summed frequency and impact scores for each of the 29 items which are needed to create the 5 domain scores proposed by the scale developers (Mazurek et al. 2018) . We then fitted a 5-factor solution on those 29 items with Varimax rotation. Finally, we compared items with highest loadings on each factor in our solution, with the domains proposed. The purpose of our factor analysis was only to confirm the five domains suggested by the developers rather than to explore other potential factor solutions.
Known-Groups Analysis
Based on previous literature and clinical knowledge, prespecified 'known-groups' were defined based on the following variables: (1) IQ score (Kanne et al. 2011; Mayes and Calhoun 2011) ; (2) proportion of school-time spent with typically developing peers (Rosen et al. 2019; Spaulding et al. Spaulding et al. 2017) ; (3) presence/absence of psychiatric comorbidity (Rosenberg et al. 2011) ; (4) received speech and language therapy (SLT) in the preceding 12 months (particularly relevant for communication domain); (5) caregiver reported overall health status of child (expected to be correlated with ASD severity if caregiver deems ASD symptoms relevant to overall health); (6) children who qualified for Medicaid despite family income greater than $75,000 per annum (to identify the subgroup who were Medicaid-eligible based on severity opposed to financial circumstance); (7) the number of non-drug therapies received for ASD in last 12 months (Rosen et al. 2019; Spaulding et al. 2017) ; (8) medication prescribed for ASD (assuming prescriptions are made for individuals with more severe symptoms, on average); (9) verbal/non-verbal ability (based on item 1 of the SCQ). More detailed definitions of these known-groups are provided in Table 1 .
We summarized mean and median scores within each level of each known-group and conducted analysis of variance (ANOVA) to see if those differences were statistically significant (p < 0.05). We produced both crude and ageadjusted ANOVA results based on the total AIM scores, total frequency/impact scores and individual domain scores.
The range of possible scores for the total AIM was 82-410. For both frequency and impact domains the possible range was 41-205. For each of the domains, the possible ranges were: 16-80 for repetitive behavior; 12-60 for communication; 12-60 for atypical behavior; 10-50 for social reciprocity; 8-40 for peer interaction.
Clinically Important Responder (CIR) Estimates
As data were collected cross-sectionally we estimated clinically important responder (CIR) thresholds (see Coon and Cappelleri 2016) for the total AIM scores and domain scores using distribution-based methods. Specifically the estimates were based on one-fifth and one-half of standard deviations (Fayers and Hays 2014; Norman et al. 2003) . Prior to generating estimates, we rescaled the maximum range of total and domains scores to 0-100 points. This was done in order to make the magnitude of CIR estimates easier to compare across domains. For completeness we also presented CIR estimates based on raw scores, and we repeated the analysis by age and IQ strata to check for homoscedasticity. Figure 1 and Table 1 display the flow chart of key populations and their characteristics, respectively. The majority of participants completed all items (n = 4415; 88.3%). This 'completers' group was used as the main analysis group. Around two-thirds of completers (66.4%) took part in the AIM in vertical layout. Respondents with complete AIM were mainly mothers (92.7%) with a mean (SD) age 38.74 (7.20) years. All 50 states of the US were represented as well as some overseas territories. Children with ASD had a mean (SD) age of 9.01 (3.90) and were mainly male (79.9%). Almost a quarter of children (23.1%) attended full time special education school, while 45.2% spent between 60%-100% of school time with typically developing peers. Of those with SCQ available, 83.5% were verbal (according to item 1 of the SCQ). The only qualitatively notable difference between caregivers who used the vertical instead of horizontal format was their slightly younger mean age (37.7 vs. 40.8 years). Furthermore, there were no notable differences for completers, non-completers, and those which had SCQ and/or RBS-R data available for linkage.
Results
Cohorts and Descriptive Analysis
The median time to complete the AIM was 7.08 min Disregarding missing values, the item with highest (most severe) mean score (3.90) was Q38 "engaged in chit-chat [frequency; social reciprocity domain]. Furthermore, the top five highest scoring items were all frequency questions and only three of the top 20 highest scoring (mean ≥ 3.02) were impact questions. Only two of the 20 lowest scoring items (mean ≤ 2.28) were frequency related. Mean scores for each item were not systematically higher or lower based on the vertical or horizontal layout.
Overall, there was very little missing data on an itemby-item basis. Some questions had as little as 10 missed responses from the whole sample (0.20%). Q36 "showed interest in others" [impact] was most frequently missed but still only for 76 participants (1.52%). All items were more often missing on the horizontal format, however with 2.46% being the highest rate of missing data in this layout (Q36 impact). In general, impact questions were more commonly missing than frequency questions.
Internal Consistency
Cronbach alpha for the total AIM score was 0.96, which is well above the threshold of 0.7, which we pre-specified would identify scores with a good internal consistency. Frequency items and impact items also showed high internal consistency (0.96 and 0.95 respectively), as did each of the individual domains (from 0.79 for social reciprocity to 0.91 for communication). The median (IQR) of all inter-item correlations was r = 0.15 (0.22-0.30) and only the correlation between frequency and impact scores for Q6 "problems with speech" was higher than 0.90. These results indicate little item redundancy.
All domains were positively and moderately inter-related according to Spearman's rank coefficient ( Table 2 ). The weakest relationship was between Repetitive Behavior and Social Reciprocity (0.39). The strongest relationship was between Repetitive Behavior and Atypical Behavior (0.67). Domain correlations were very similar with both Spearman and Pearson correlation methods, indicating that relationships between domain scores were linear.
Convergent Validity
The total AIM score showed good convergent validity with the total SCQ score (r = 0.55, Table 3 ). Each individual AIM domain was also positively correlated (r ≥ 0.34) with the total SCQ score. As hypothesized, the SCQ Reciprocal Social Interaction domain has highest correlations with the AIM Social Reciprocity (0.48) and Peer Interaction (0.45) domains. Also as expected, the SCQ Repetition/Stereotyped Behavior domain had the strongest relationship with AIM domains of Repetitive Behavior (0.48) and Atypical Behavior (0.34). None of the SCQ-AIM domain-domain relationships met the threshold of 0.5 however, and specifically against our expectations, the SCQ Communication domain was least correlated with the AIM Communication domain (0.18). In sensitivity analyses this correlation was raised to 0.34 in verbal children and 0.25 in non-verbal children. When restricting to a 4 to 5 years old age-range, the correlation was 0.19.
The RBS-R total score had a strong positive correlation with the total AIM score (0.64). It also had good correlation (≥ 0.30) with all AIM domains, frequency and impact scores. Furthermore, for the RBS-R and AIM, all domain-domain correlations were positive, and were strongest (between 0.51 and 0.74) in the 4 pre-hypothesized cases. Results for both SCQ and RBS-R remained stable when restricting the analysis population to those children who were exactly the same age (in years) at the time of SCQ/RBS-R and AIM (opposed to within 1-year, as per main analyses; see Table S3 ). Table 4 provides a detailed comparison of the proposed factors (Mazurek et al. 2018 ) and factors found in our confirmatory analysis. The Communication domain was replicated perfectly in our data. The proposed 6 items for this domain all loaded highest on the third factor produced by our data and no other item loaded highest on this same factor. Other well pronounced and well reproduced latent concepts were Repetitive Behavior and Social Reciprocity. All items proposed for these domains loaded highest on factor 1 and factor 2 in our data, respectively. The only additional item with highest loading on factor 2 was Q32 "had positive response to approach", which was supposed to be part of the Peer Interaction domain. Q32 also had a high loading on factor 4 however, and factor 4 otherwise only had highest loadings of the other 3 of the 4 items representing the Peer Interaction domain. Hence Peer Interaction was also well reproduced as a latent variable. Finally, 3 of the 6 items expected to load together to form the Atypical Behavior domain indeed did load together in a distinct fifth factor. The other 3 items however loaded highest on factor 1, showing some similarity with the Repetitive Behavior concept. The first 3 factors collectively explained 37.1% of total variance in the data. Five factors explained 48.4%.
Factor Analysis
Known-Group Analysis
For the patients who completed all items, the mean (median) total AIM score was 220.8 (219 Mean scores for total AIM, frequency, impact and all domains increased monotonically from high IQ to low IQ. These associations of low IQ and greater ASD severity were statistically significant in ANOVA analysis (p < 0.01 in all domains). AIM scores were similar between those in full time special education and those who spent less than 30% of school-time with typically developing peers. Otherwise, AIM scores increased with higher proportion of special-education activity and all differences were statistically significant (p < 0.01).
Other 'known-groups' were binary-categorized. Both total AIM score (Fig. 2) and impact score (supplementary Figure S2 ) were able to differentiate between all predefined known-groups (p < 0.01). All such associations were directionally as expected, with higher scores in the group expected to have more severe ASD. The largest difference in mean total AIM score was between verbal and non-verbal children (257 vs 214, respectively). The frequency score also differentiated between all known groups (p < 0.01) except for those children with or without another psychiatric comorbidity (p = 0.41, Figure S1 ). Mean scores for the Communication (Fig. 3) and Peer Interaction (Figure S6 ) domains were significantly different (p < 0.01) between levels of all 9 pre-defined known-groups. Repetitive Behavior, Social Reciprocity and Atypical Behavior domains significantly (p < 0.01) distinguished between levels of 8, 8 and 7 of the 9 known-groups respectively, too (see supplementary Figures S3-S5) . None of the results for known-groups were altered by adjusting for age, i.e. p-values always remained stable (either ≥ 0.05, between 0.01 and 0.05, or < 0.01). Results for a total AIM score 
Clinically Important Response Estimates
For the total AIM score, the CIR estimate ranged from 3.30% to 8.25% (Table 5) . This corresponded to a change of between 10.8 and 27.1 points on the raw scale (Table S2) . The CIR estimate range for the frequency score was between 3.21% and 8.04% and between 3.74% and 9.34% for the impact score. Of the domains, Social Reciprocity had the least variability and hence the smallest estimates for the CIR (3.67% to 9.16%). All other domains had CIR estimates ranging between 4.20% and 4.96% at the lower end, and between 10.49% and 12.41% at the upper end.
The largest change in variability across strata was for the Communication domain and IQ level. CIR estimates decreased monotonically from low to high IQ (11.69% for IQ < 70, 7.78% for IQ > 100; upper estimates). This corresponded to a 3.7 to 5.6-point difference on the raw scale (in which a maximum change of 48 points is possible). This example aside, the data had stable variance across IQ and age ranges, because estimates of variability were generally only slightly higher in the groups with smallest sample size (IQ < 70 and age 15-17 years). Generally, variance was slightly smaller within children of similar IQ, rather than of similar age. TD: typically developing peers, rx: prescription, SLT: Speech and language therapy in last 12 months, verbal/non-verbal ability as assessed by item 1 of SCQ. Significant differences observed across all known-groups (p<0.01 in both crude analysis and analyses adjusted for age). Higher scores represent higher symptom burden. TD: typically developing peers, rx: prescription, SLT: Speech and language therapy in last 12 months, verbal/non-verbal ability as assessed by item 1 of SCQ. Significant differences observed across all known-groups (p<0.01 in both crude analysis and analyses adjusted for age). Higher scores represent higher symptom burden. 
Discussion
To our knowledge, this study represents the largest fielding of the AIM to an ASD population to date. Our main findings were the estimates of thresholds of clinical importance and the ability of the AIM to separate known groups of children with ASD. We also believe our study represents the first investigations of these concepts for the AIM. Overall, the CIR for the total AIM score was estimated to be in the range of 3.30-8.25%, corresponding to 10.8-27.1 points of the full 82 to 410 score range. Total AIM scores and most domain scores were generally homogeneous across age and IQ strata, with the only marked exception being that there was more variation in communicative abilities of children with low IQ. Of 9 pre-defined known-groups, the AIM total score statistically differentiated all of them. Mean scores on each of the domains separated almost all known-groups too. Moreover, according to the lower bound for CIR estimates from above, the majority of these differences represented clinical meaningfulness. Even for the Communication domain, which had the largest CIR estimates relative to scale, the lower estimate (5.0%) was surpassed in all but one of the known-groups (yes/no to current prescription drug for ASD). The more stringent upper estimate of 12.4% was even achieved in 4 of the 9 known-groups. Namely these groups were: school time with typically developing peers, IQ strata, verbal ability and participation in SLT. In all, these results do provide some confidence that the AIM should be able to respond to symptom changes over time. However, it is uncertain whether any intervention (pharmacological or non-pharmacological) could change such fundamental personal characteristics as represented by our known-groups. Likely our lower estimates for CIR are a most reasonable goal. A limitation of the CIR results is that only distribution-based estimates were generated due to a lack of follow-up data and an appropriate anchor, such as caregiver reported assessment of change. Therefore, further evaluation is required to test empirically the estimates generated. Our sample, on the whole, was very similar to those used in previous AIM studies (Kanne et al. 2014; Mazurek et al. 2018) , in that respondents were mainly mothers of the child with ASD (around 90%), and families lived at various locations across the US. Children with ASD in each study were mainly male (between 80%-84%) and of similar age (between 2-14, 2-16, or 3-17 years). A key difference however, was that we fielded the AIM electronically, rather than on paper. We used this opportunity for secondary objectives of retesting other psychometric properties of the AIM in this format.
Importantly, there were no striking differences in the characteristics of participants or their responses, based on if they used the vertical or horizontal version of the questionnaire. Our data in the most part also confirmed the suitability of an underlying 5-factor structure of the AIM proposed by Mazurek et al. (2018) . Items proposed for the Repetitive Behavior, Communication, and Social Reciprocity domains all loaded highly and separately from each other. These first 3 domains accounted for almost 40% of the variability in our data: impressive, given the heterogeneity of symptoms on the autism spectrum. In addition, the magnitude of variability explained by each of these domains was almost equal (11-15% each) and in line with the three core symptoms of ASD.
External convergent validity of the AIM total scores and most domain scores was also demonstrated. Specifically, both Repetitive Behavior and Atypical Behavior correlated highly (r > 0.50) with the RBS-R domains of similar concepts. This is despite the RBS-R having no specific recall period, but the AIM having a two-week recall. Correspondence of the AIM to the SCQ total score was also high. Four out of 5 domain-domain relationships that were expected to generate the highest correlation coefficients did exactly (Rutter et al. 2003 ). An alternative explanation is that the AIM directs caregivers to recall symptom severity over the last two weeks, whereas SCQ items have a lifetime perspective. A limitation of this study is that the SCQ and RBS-R surveys were not taken at the same time as the AIM, hence it is difficult to evaluate if nonconcordance is due to differences in conceptual constructs or is due to actual differences in symptom severity at time of survey completion. Another more general limitation of the study is that all data are caregiver-reported and therefore some demographic and personal characteristics (e.g. IQ score) may be based on estimates only.
Future Research and Use of the AIM
Our CIR estimates above can be used to inform studies wishing to use the AIM in the near future. Better still would be to have repeated follow up in the same patients in order to also estimate CIR based on anchor based approaches (Engel et al. 2018; Wright et al. 2012) . This is a possibility, as all data from this current study will be made available via SPARK. Missing data was slightly more common in the horizontal layout and for impact questions but otherwise was seldom and unsystematic. The most commonly skipped item was only done so by 1.52% of respondents, but overall we had to exclude around 10% of the sample, as the developers currently offer no advice on dealing with missing data (Kanne et al. 2014; Mazurek et al. 2018 ). Given our findings that missing item level data is infrequent, that the AIM has good internal consistency (a = 0.96), and that most items are normally distributed, we recommend imputing missing items by multiple imputation (perhaps only excluding some observations with missing data above a pre-defined threshold value of e.g. 20%). This approach has worked well for the AIM elsewhere (Monz et al. 2019) .
Throughout our analysis, the Frequency and Impact summary scores also displayed good psychometric properties. This means that in addition to total and domain scores, future researchers could use the summed Frequency or Impact scores, depending on their specific question. In particular, the Frequency score might be more useful, because Impact may be more easily affected by other things than interventions, such as coping mechanisms built into everyday life. Furthermore, if an items frequency score is low, then the impact question may become redundant.
Electronically reported outcome measures have added benefits over paper-based measures. These include the avoidance of data entry errors, increased willingness of respondents to share sensitive information, and quicker access to this data for research (Deshpande et al. 2011) . Electronic measures can also be completed remotely. A clear advantage of the AIM, is the limited time needed to complete it (median time: 7 min). This coupled with high overall participation rate in our study (Monz et al. 2019) demonstrates that caregivers are comfortable completing the AIM in such a way. This means that the AIM could potentially enable cheaper and low burden monitoring of severity changes as well as effectiveness of interventions in a real-world setting.
Conclusion
Our study provides estimates of thresholds of clinical importance for the AIM, as well as some indication that the AIM can distinguish between known groups of children with ASD. Our results also confirm the validity of the AIM based on other important psychometric properties. When administered electronically, the AIM offers a quick and relatively inexpensive method for caregivers to report core symptoms of children with ASD, including communication deficits, difficulties with social interactions and repetitive behaviors.
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